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Homecoming King and Queen Slot Lawrence and I y im Bachelor %%%% ile after the 
naming of the 
court  at Saturday's game against Nevi 'Stevie() state. 
Faculty
 
pay 
deductions
 
create
 
complications  
Some
 
parking
 
permit 
payments
 
to 
be
 
refunded
 
By Aldo 
Maragoni  
Deity staff
 writer 
Faculty 
members
 
ho hace heen
 subject
 
to 
payndl
 
deductions
 
to pay tor
 increased 
parking 
fees this 
semester
 should check their 
pay 
stubs. 
because  they 
may. be in store
 for a refund
 
Because
 the fee 
hike aas 
retroactive 
to the 
fall 1988
 seniester. 
schen students'
 and staff 
memhers' 
fees
 went up to 
$81 a semester.
 fac-
ulty 
members
 were 
forced  
to pay the SIN out, 
standing
 balance 
voluntarily  or 
through  pay 
de-
ductions.
 
However.
 the California
 State 
University  
deducted
 the 
outstanding  
balances  from 
some 
faculty
 
members  in 
August. before 
this 
year's
 
parking
 permits
 went on 
sale.  
When the 
permits  were 
made available
 
Aug 21. 
cash  was 
required  from 
faculty 
mem-
bers
 to pay. the 
outstanding 
balance. 
according  to 
Joan
 
Edelstein,
 SJSU 
chapter
 president of the 
California  
Faculty  
Association.  
a 'acuity 
union.  
Deductions
 wen:  not 
an 
option  at that time. she 
said.
 
"We 
had 
a 
ha 
of people who had 
deduc  
lions 
before 
permits  
were
 made 
as
 ailahle."
 she 
said.
 
Edelstein did not Anna the number of fac-
ulty member. alio have a reload coming 
Any 
!acuity
 inciiihcis
 who liace
 
had a de-
duction 
should
 take their August pay 
stubs  to 
the 
Traffic. Slanagenient Office in the Seventh Street 
garage and fill out a request tor a refund. 
Accoreling to figures Irian the 
Traffic  'Alan-
agement
 
Hike,  only
 four Or fl\C
 tilk 111011-
'1er% hace 
requested
 a ietund 
Ilk -t.
 
On Sept 
21. the CSU aas
 
ordered hy the 
California Controller's Office to change it% pol-
icy and 
was  not 
alloaed 
to
 ask 
the controller's
 
office
 to 
garnishee
 laculty members' 
%cages
 to 
pay tor 
the  inastaiuling pai king permit balance.
 
"The decision shoas that other political of-
ficials think the CSU's decision is illegal," 
Edelstein 
said  
But %sage deduction was tuner made a for-
mal 
decision.
 
according to George Pardon.  bud-
get 
analy  ier ith 
the CM I 
'  I lie %cage deduction was only ;1111
 idea we 
had to see hoc% sce could 
collect  the outstanding 
hinds It ailS 
cr made tornial.''
 
Pardon
 
said  
The CSI has not implemented another 
method of collecting the 
outstanding  halance. 
according 
to Pardon. and is %salting to see the 
how many 
faculty  members pas the 
balance vol 
untarily. 
"We 
are waiting 
for the response and are 
hoping they 
will pay on 
their own." Pardon 
See 
PARK/N(;.  back
 three 
Attack
 
in 
dormitory
 
Resident,
 R.A.
 allegedly beaten 
with club 
By Brenda Vesko 
Daily 
staff writer 
An
 SJSU 
student 
was  
arrested
 
Wednes-
day 
night  for 
allegedly  
assaulting  
two other
 
students
 with a 
club in 
a 
campus
 residence 
hall.  
Michael
 
Guerrini.  
20.
 was 
arrested  
by
 
llniversity Police Department
 
officers on 
sus-
picion 
of
 
possession  of and 
assault
 with a 
deadly weapon 
Guerrini
 
allegedly
 
struck
 a 
Joe  West 
Hall  resident
 and a 
resident  
adviser  with 
a 
club following an 
argument,
 
according
 
to 
IPD .t . Shannon 
Maloney. 
R. A. 
Sergi()  
Queirolo,  
23,
 was 
struck
 in 
the 
face. and 
Tiayadi 
Day.  19. 
was  stnick in 
the chest
 and head.
 
Maloney  said. 
Neither
 victim 
was  
seriously
 injured. 
The incident
 allegedly
 began 
with  a dis-
agreement
 henceen 
Guerrini.
 Queirolo and 
Day in the 
hallway  of the eighth 
floor. 
the  
po-
lice report stated. 
Guerrini  allegedly left 
the hallvfiy and 
returned 
with
 a stick, which p(thee 
described 
IL% a "club." 
and stnick 
the 
victims.  
accord-
ing to a police report. 
UPI) 
officers  ccere 
called
 to the hall, 
where they 
tixik reports from the 
victims.
 
After
 an investigation.
 Guerrini was 
ar-
rested 
for 
possession 
ol a deadly.
 weapon and 
assault with a deadly 
%capon,
 Maloney
 said. 
He was 
transported
 to 
the Santa
 Clara 
L'ounty fail 
and  later released. 
according
 to a spokesman for the jail 
Maloney  said that 
accounts  
01 the 
inci-
dent
 coy and that there aas at least 
one wit-
ness
 
See HIT, 
hack page 
5 3/o 
university
 
fee  rim 
approved
 by trustees 
CSU 
students
 
to pay S36 
more 
annually  
By Robert Mallard 
Daily staff
 writer 
The California State
 University Board of 
Trustees voted Wednesday 
to increase 
university
 
fees by $18 per semester for the 
1990-91  aca-
demic year. 
State university fees are the 
largest  portion 
of the 
fees paid by CSU 
students eiu:h year and
 
are standard for all 19 campuses 
in
 the system. 
Students pay 
additional  fees, such as Stu-
dent Union fees and Student 
Association fees, 
that vary Imin one 
campus  to the next. 
'The state university
 fee increase reduces by 
more than $15 million the 
amount of money the 
CST) system will 
require from the state's general 
fund.  according to Anne Ambrose. a spokeswo-
man for
 the CSLI's Public (Tffice.
 'The 
fomiula
 to calculate the state's contribution
 to 
the university budget is a very complicated
 one. 
she said. 
The fee increases have 
nothing
 to do with 
the proposed growth plan 
of
 
the  
CST/ system,
 
Ambrose  said.  No money 
will  he spent on the 
topic of future campus 
locations  until the 1990 
census is 
released. 
The eanhquake didn't play a role either, 
Ambrose said. 
Adjustments in the level
 of the state univer-
sity' 
fees
 are detennined
 by 
a state level 
lee  pol-
icy. The policy 
was adopted by the legislature 
and signed by the governor in 1985. Ambrose 
said  
The CSU is required by. law to announce in-
tentions to wise fees 10 months before they are 
to be implemented. lhe hike approved Wednes-
day will he 
recommended  
ha. approval
 at the 
time the entire state budget is 
adopted for 1990-
91. according to infonnation from the Public Af-
fairs Office. 
Since the 1979 -till academic year, state uni-
versity fees for full-time students have risen 
Inim  
$140
 per year to 
$70t1. 
For  
this
 
year.  tees were 
raised 3.6 percent. or SI2 per semester a re-
duction from the 10 pen:ent increase approved 
by 
the  trustees last Man:h. The
 10 percent tee 
hike was rescinded after 
additional  state revenues 
were lOund in May. a CSU
 spokesman said in 
August 
ft %%as not clear which. if any. (il the trust-
ees otcd against the most recently. proposed lee 
increase. because 
the decision seas not hased on 
a roll -call vote. 
according  to a CSTI 
spokeswo-
man. 
Calthirmi 
Gov  George Deukmejian 
abstained from the 
vote Assembly Speaker Wil-
lie Brown was not present
 at the meeting. and 
Bill 
Honig.
 superintendent 
of puhlic instniction,
 
leli before 
the vote. according
 to 
Ambrose
 
Personnel Iron) lionig's office were 
un-
insure 
()I the decision, let alone that the topic 
a as 
going to 
he discussed.
 said Dave Jolly.. an em-
ployee for the 
Interseginental
 Relations Division 
of the State 
Department of 
Education. 
The president (il the California Faculty As-
sociation spoke against raising the fees, .Am-
brose 
said.  
"I 
can recall no 
trustee
 making 
comment  
against 
raising
 the fees,'
 Ambrose said 
For
 
students  taking
 more 
than six units each 
semester. tees 
will rise from their
 current status 
ot S708 to $744 per year. 
Ambrose
 said.  The 
$408 fee ha 
students taking
 fewer than 
six units 
will rise to $426 
per year. 
"From what 
I've been reading
 in national 
See FEES.
 hack page   
ate 
Reynolds 
Annual
 state 
university  fees 
 1980-81 
 1981-82
 
 
1982-83  
 1983-84 
full-time $160 
part-time $130 
full-time $252 
part-time  $222 
full-time $430 
part-time
 $285 
full-time $612 
part-time
 $342 
 1984-85 full-time $573 
part-time $333 
 1985-87 
no
 change 
 
1987-88  full-time $630 
part-time $360 
 1988-89 
 1989-90 
 1990-91 
full-time  $684 
part-time $396 
full-time $708 
part-time $408 
full-time $744 
part-time
 $426 
Prior to 1985-86, th 
Student Services Fee 
has been combined with 
the State University 
Fee. (Sourca CSU Public 
Affairs Office.) 
'We
 are 
still  at the 
very,  very 
lowest  
compared  
with 
other 
state 
university
 
systems'
 
 W. Ann Reynolds 
CSU Chancellor 
Legislature
 
could
 
hike
 
costs
 more 
By 
'Todd A. Haynes 
Daily 
staff writer 
The numbers are daunting, but 
the logic is 
really quite simple: Ilse CSU Board of Trustees 
wants to spend another $300 million for the next 
academic year. And by charging
 students an-
other $18 per 
semester,  the trustees 
expect  to 
raise $15 million. 
But CSU officials and student leaders say 
it's possible the state legislature will raise fees 
even  higher. 
The 5 percent raise in student 
fees
 will gen-
erate more than S15
 million, according  ti) 
Anne 
News  Analysis
 
Ambrose in 
the Public Affairs 
Office of the Cali-
fOrnia 
State University 
system.
 11)e remaining 
$285 million will be 
paid by the state, she 
said. 
State university fees
 are funneled int() the 
CSU "support budget."
 which is the total 
oper-
ating 
budget for the 
system.  It dues not 
include 
hinds for new 
buildings and 
projects funded
 by 
lottery'
 money, 
Ambrose  said. 
This year's suppon budget 
was  $1.6 
billion:
 
next year's is projected
 at $1 .9 billion, she 
said.  
The hoard
 of trustees has 22 
members,  17 
of 
whom
 
are  
gubernatorial
 
appointees.
 The other 
live are Gov. 
George  Deui iejian, Lt. Gov. Leo 
McCarthy, 
Assenibly Speaker Willie 
Brown. 
Supenntendent  of Public Instruction
 Bill Honig 
and CST, 
Chancellor W. 
Ann  Reynolds. 
Ikukmenan
 
abstained  
and 
Brown 
and 
Honig 
were
 not 
present 
Wednesday
 
when 
the 
hoard 
voted 
unanimously
 
to pass
 the fee
 hike.
 
Representatives
 of 
the 
Cahlornia  
State 
Stu-
dent 
Association,
 which
 
represents
 
students  
from  
all 
19 
campuses
 in the
 CSU 
system,
 said
 they 
support
 the 
raise.
 
"TO 
the 
extent
 that
 CSSA 
supp(xts
 the
 
tee 
policy
 
(which  limits 
fee
 
increases).
 
we 
support  
the
 
increase."
 
said Cindy 
Norton.
 
legislative
 ad-
vocate
 
for  
the 
CSSA.
 
The 
fee 
policy Nonon
 
referred 
to 
was 
Passed
 by the
 state 
legislature  in 
1985  
a.s 
Senate  
Bill  195 
and 
limits
 
student
 fee 
increases
 to 
10 
percent
 per 
year.  It 
was  introduced
 to 
protect  
stu-
dents 
1min  
"unreasonable'
 
fee 
hike%   
the 
kind
 
that
 
existed  prior to 
1985.
 she 
said. 
Fmni 
1979 to 
1983, state
 
university
 fees 
acre
 
raised  from 
$144  per year to 
$6 I 2 
per 
year. 
according
 to a 
report  
released
 by 
the CSU 
Public 
Affairs 
()thee. 
The 
proposed
 state
 university
 
fees for 
next year 
are $744 
for full-time
 students.
 
However.
 the 5 
percent 
increase  
must
 be 
passed  by 
the  state 
legislature  
next %limner
 in 
order
 to go 
into eftect
 next fall.
 If it passes
 there, 
it must
 he signed 
by 
Ikukmejian.  
CSSA officials fear, 
though.
 that the legis-
lature 
will  adopt a higher 
increase.  The 
problem.
 
according
 to Norton. is that SB 195 is 
only
 in 
ef-
fect until August 19,X). 
At that point. the 10 per-
cent ceiling is 
lifted.  leaving none in its 
place. 
To pmtect 
students. the CSSA has pushed 
for passage of SB 
1645.  which will extend the 
current
 policy
 five 
more 
years.  she 
said. 
But  
Ikukrnejian
 vetoed 
a similiar
 hill 
earlier  thi%
 
yCar 
The g(wernor has said he will sign a bill 
limiting student fee hikes  but only if a sepa-
rate. unrelated hill lifting the state spending limit 
is passed 
this summer. according to Norton. 
Most
 
students
 support 
decision
 
By Greg Haas 
Daily staff 
writer  
Most SAL' 
student%  
interviewed
 Thursday 
were 
aggravated  hy the 
$18 per semester
 fee hike 
approved 
this 
week. However. they believe 
that 
it is 
necessary,  they said. 
"I do 
not like the fee 
increase."  said Scott 
Santandrea.  
Associated
 Students 
president.  
But
 the increased 
budget is 
necessary.  San-
tandrea 
said. 
"We
 are paying kir 
quality  education." 
he 
said.  "The 
increase
 goes directly
 to the services
 
you 
receive."  
Tim 
Morley. 
A.S.  director 
of sponsored 
programs,
 said, "I am 
all for paying
 for some-
thing for the 
betterment of 
students now and
 in 
the future.' 
The increase is 
a had idea if 
the  extra 
money  is used for 
"fix -it" projects. 
Morley 
said. 
Jay Kenan. 
a senior 
majoring  in 
history'.
 
said
 he doesn't like 
the raised fee and
 is having a 
hard time affording
 tuition. 
"It llhe slate university ton 
has gone
 up 
about 
SIII0 
since
 I started here five years
 ago." 
Kenan
 said. "I just can't at font it." 
Other students disliked 
the fee hike hut 
were able to justify the raise. 
"I think we are 
paying enough as it is," 
said
 Sean Korba. 
a sophomore
 
majoring  in avi-
ation.
 
"Eighteen dollars is not a lot in my hank.
 
but it might be to others." 
Korba  said. 
Cindy Swanson. a junior
 majoring in radio. 
television and film 
said the $18 "is not 
that had, 
hut it 
nught  
he ha. some
 
people...  
"The 
raise would 
he OK if 
students 
had  a 
say in where the money 
was 
going.'
 she said. 
Freshman
 nursing major 
James  Nickle said,
 
"If it's for the
 pmgress of 
the school. it 
is
 for the 
better." 
"It 
really is 
not  that 
much  of a 
raise.'  said
 
Nickle.
 "It's a couple
 extra hours 
of 
woit.''  
Scott  Laxier, 
a junior in 
environmental
 
studies. 
agreed 
with  the 
increase  and 
said  he he -
am all for 
paying
 for 
something for the
 
betterment of 
students now 
and in the future.' 
 Tim Morley,
 
A.S.
 
director
 of 
sponsored
 programa 
lieves 
the 
education
 
students  
receive
 
at
 SISLI 
is 
justification
 for the
 raise 
"I 
think 
we
 are 
tieing  
offered  
quality  
edu-
cation  
and  
services.''  
Laxier 
said. 
"If 
people  
are  not 
happy 
about
 the fee
 in-
crease,  
they 
need
 to 
see  what
 they 
can do 
about 
it. ' he 
said. 
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Editorial
 
CSU
 fee hike 
wrong
 
move  
With its decision Wednesday 
to 
raise  
student
 fees $18 per semester,
 the Califor-
nia 
State University Board of Trustees is 
unfairly
 
dealing  
with
 its
 financial
 
problems  
by sticking it to students. 
The  fee increase, which would raise 
annual full-time 
student  fee from $408 to 
$426, flies in the face of the 
principles the 
CSU was 
founded
 on. 
The CSU
 system was designed to pro-
vide
 the 
people
 
of 
California  with a 
solid  
top -rate 
four-year  university 
education at a 
price that they could
 easily afford. 
Unlike the University
 of California, 
which is 
designed  to he a 
research
 institute 
to 
compete
 with the nation's 
great  sch(xils, 
('SU
 campuses are more 
plebian places 
were students
 of all ages can gain a 
public -
supported
 
education  while working
 
or
 
rear-
ing a 
family. 
The
 simple career goals 
of many CSU 
students are 
modest and 
well -intended; 
they are people 
simply  trying to learn 
about the 
world and improve 
their lives. 
The 
fee increase goes against
 every-
thing the system was 
designed to provide. 
Instead
 of pressing 
the  legislature and 
governor  to allot 
more  funds to the 
system,  
the trustees 
seem  content with 
making  it 
just a little more 
difficult  for harding-
working 
students  to get an 
education. 
And
 it could get 
worse.  
This is just one ()I' 
several  
fee in-
creases
 in the last few 
years; this hike is 
part 
of 
a plan to boost
 the 
1911-91
 
fiscal 
budget from
 $1.6 to $1.9 
million. 
The CSU
 is planning major 
campus 
expansions.  
and this move 
may
 he the be-
ginning of a 
trend toward 
growth and bal-
anced 
budgets
 based on revenues
 from stu-
dent lee 
increases.  
Leadership not 
just
 from Long Beach
 
hut 
from
 Sacrament()  is 
needed to 
have
 
CSU bills
 paid by the 
state.  not by the
 stu-
dents. 
The 
SJSU campus community
 can 
help by writing 
to 
local
 elected 
officials 
and 
express dismay
 at 
the  CSU's decision. 
Actions on this issue
 ibust come from 
the 
lawmakers,  but it 
must
 start with all of 
US.  
Otherwise,
 a majority 
of 
students  will 
be 
priced  out of a 
college education  for  
good. 
No 
PecRTIOP45  UNDER  ANy
 
cmcumsTANcEs,
 
NOT  
EvER,
 NO WAY
 , 
NO
 
HO IV 
NOT
 
TODAY,
 
NOT ToMoR 
ROW  
lit
 
AN
 
CHANGES 
EVERYTHING'
 
WHOA'
 
HEY'
 THIS 
WE'VE GOTTA 
5ET
 
UP 
UNRE5TRIC..TE.7
 
ABORT
-WY.)  
RIGHTS 
i" 
THl5  
CALLS  
FOR 
A 
NEW 
AMEADMENT! 
you
 
ARE  
r." 
GEE
 .. 
ARE  
YOU
 
GONNA  
CALL PLANNED 
MIZE NIT HCOD 
rI
 
'CAN'T(
 
60T iT 
OLTTLAWED
 
IN MY 
STATE! 
Letters to 
the Editor 
Engineers
 not responsible 
Editor, 
The only logical point (Doris Kramer -Ferreira) 
makes in her pathetically emotional diatribe is that 
seismic activity is 
commonplace in California. What 
she fails to understand, yet
 expects engineers to accom-
plish, is that man cannot control Mother Nature. We 
can only live in hamony with hcr. 
Doris states that deaths could have been avoided if 
the structures were built to code. I don't think Doris 
knows the difference between a zip code and a building 
code, but all structures in Califomia are built to the 
Uniform Building Code, the code at the time that the 
structure was built. These codes are developed by what 
engineers know about structure 
safety and who stnic-
tures will 
rcact  in an earthquake. This is a constant 
learning and updating process using practical knowl-
edge gained from 
past  experience. 
The Cypress structure was siate of the art whcn it 
was built 
in 1957 and it wa.s built to the required code 
specifications at  the
 time. As time goes on, engineers 
learn more and more about structurcs and the effects of 
earthquakes, much as we did in the San Fernando 
earthquake of 1971. But Mother Nature is one variable 
that man can 
never control. 
Doris states something to the effect that the death 
certificates of the fatalities were signed by irresponsi-
ble civil engineers. This statement is ludicrous.
 
Engineers kncw the 
Cypress freeway was structurally 
unsound and stated so in 1976. Fligincers also realize 
that a lot of the older structures are not up to current 
codes, but to bring these structures up to code is going 
to cost an cnormous
 amount of money. Whether the 
public is willing to pay for this upgrade is anothcr 
question. This is the reason for the 
Cypress  freeway not 
being retro-fitted: moncy. That's right Doris, their 
blood is on your hands, too. 
Richard Conen 
Senior 
Civil 
Engineering
 
Costume disgusting
 
Editor, 
I cannot express the 
hurt, shock, and disgust I felt 
whcn 
1 picked up the Nov. 1 issue 
of
 the Spartan Daily 
and saw
 a fr,:srit page picturc of Barbra Liu, winne,r of 
the KSJS 
Halloween  Costumc Contcst, with 
hcr 
Interstate 880 Cypress 
section  costume. 
Is Ms. Liu's "post -quake costume" supposed to be 
humorous? Maybe I'm strange, unique, but I could do 
nothing  
but  cry 
when I 
saw 
Ms.  Liu's 
costume.
 For 
some  
reason,
 I 
see  no 
humor  in 
tragedy.
 Maybe 
some-
one  at 
KSJS  
who  
decided
 this
 was 
the  
winning
 cos-
tume 
or 
someone
 
on
 the 
Daily  
editorial  
staff  
who
 
thought
 this 
was a 
nice front
 page 
picture 
can 
explain  
to 
me
 and 
the rest
 of the 
Bay 
Area  
what
 is so 
cute 
about
 more
 than 
40 deaths
 in 
just
 one 
section 
of the 
total 
devastation  
caused 
bY
 the 
Oct.  17 
earthquake.
 
is ms.
 Liu 
aware  
tnat
 same
 clay 
she was
 partying
 
in her 
rendition
 of 
the  
collapsed
 
highway,
 the 
coura-
geous 
rescucrs
 
were
 
pulling
 out 
the 
last
 two 
human 
beings
 from 
beneath 
the rubble?
 
What 
is sc,ary 
to me 
is Ms. 
Liu is 
not thc 
only 
one  
who 
has such
 
insensitive
 
attitudes  
toward  
human  
suf-
fering.
 That
 is why
 there 
arc human
 
suffering
 
every  
day and not 
just
 when an earthquake
 hits. 
Kathleen  
Knotch 
Graduate
 
Library and 
Information
 Science 
No 
photos,
 
please
 
Editor,
 
Regarding 
your front
 page photo
 of the 
earthquake  
costume,
 you 
people
 are sick.
 I can 
assure  you 
that you 
win 
regret  
having
 published
 that  
photo.  I am 
going to 
send  a 
copy
 to the 
Oakland  
City  
Council
 and to 
all the 
Oakland  
newspapers
 and see
 how 
funny  they 
think it 
is. In the 
meantime,  I 
suggest  you 
get
 somebody's
 head 
examined
 down 
at the Spanan
 Daily. 
That  costume
 is 
about  as 
funny
 as a Black
 corpse 
hanging  from 
a tree. 
Needless  to 
say, I was 
preuy agitated
 when 
I first 
wrote. 
I have since
 talked to 
the general 
manger at 
KSJS, 
and  was 
informed  of 
the process
 by which
 Ms. 
Liu  won the 
costume 
contest.  
I 
do
 support 
Ms.  Liu's 
right  to dress 
how she 
pleas-
es,
 for the 
students
 present 
to vote for 
the  costume 
they 
like 
the best, and
 the 
Spartan
 Daily to 
print the 
infor-
mation. 
I am still 
displeased 
by the lack 
of tact and 
sensitivi-
ty shown by 
the above partics.
 
Ca rdon 
Cr
 ites 
Senior
 
Psychology 
Rain  
forests  
forgotten
 
Editor,
 
After the earthquake 
rattled  the Bay Arca a couple 
of 
we,eks ago, many students devoted their time to 
helping victims. They should be commended for their 
time and support. But because of the earthquake,
 
another event
 went virtually 
overlooked;
 national rain 
forest weelc. 
It was a chance for concerned citizens to pressure 
govemment agencies to initiate 
reforestation policies. 
Allowing the deforestation of rain forests to continue 
will eventually
 lead to unalterable destruction of the 
world ecology, and the
 demise of man. 
Rain forests 
supply an abundant supply 
of foods 
including, 
coffee, fruits, and 
corn. 
Many pharmaceuticals arc
 also found in thc plant life 
of these forests, and much of 
this  plant life is needed 
for  the general necessities of biochemical
 research. 
Also, 
much of the air we breath comcs from the plant 
life of thc rain forests. 
If
 deforestation continues cartxin 
dioxide
 buildup in the air will greatly 
enhance  
the 
greenhouse effect, which could lead to catastrophic 
events. 
Ultimately,
 man is threatened by 
a 
severe 
drought  if 
deforestation
 of rain forests continues.
 
For students who want to find out more about what 
they can do to 
help
 fight this problem, there
 will 
be
 a 
table
 in front of the Student Union this Friday during 
late morning and early afternoon 
hours. 
Charity Packer 
Junior
 
Psychology
 
Winner 
should  
donate  
prizes
 
Editor,
 
It sickens 
mc
 to know that 
such a blatant 
disregard  
for human suffering has 
been  called a prize-winning 
Halloween costume. I am disappointed 
in the winning 
student, her creativity, and the judges for rewarding 
Barbra Liu for 
this
 hideous reminder of the 
disaster
 that 
affect us all. The fact that she publicly
 and proudly 
accepted
 her prizes is just a slap in the face to those 
who mourn their loved ones who wcre 
killed  
in the 
tragedy.
 Her "creativity" was a simple reproduction of 
the thousands of pictures of the destruction
 we've all 
seen. 
Liu is a fraud and 
the  judges are tastele.ss. Whatever 
happened to 
real art and creativity? 
I challenge Liu to donate her numerous prizes (or 
their monetary equivalent) to the Red Cross. This may 
lessen her offensive belittlement of some people's 
heartache. 
Then again, the black 
and  whitephoto will always 
bum in my mind. 
Suzanne 
Coleman  
Senior
 
Public Relations
 
Andrew
 
H.
 
Channing
 
Life
 
can
 
wait,
 
love
 
won't
 
It's
 
been 
said
 
that
 
procrastination
 
is
 a 
five 
syllable  
euphemism
 
for
 
sloth.  Spend 
the 
present
 
enjoying
 
life  
and  
then  
get  rid 
of 
your
 
responsibilities
 
later.
 
College
 
students
 
lave
 
always  
been
 
labeled
 as 
individuals
 
who  
wait
 until the 
last
 
second
 for
 
everythii.g
 
A 
test 
Friday
 
shoukl
 
never  
be
 
studied
 
for  
until  
Thursday.
 
Projects
 due
 
at
 
the  
end
 
of
 the 
semester
 
should
 not 
even
 
be 
considered
 until 
the  last 
two
 
weeks
 of 
school.
 
There's  
an 
excellent
 
reason
 for this; 
students  
are  
busy  
bees.
 
Many
 
of 
us
 live
 in 
spartan
 homes and 
work 
tediously
 
trying  
to 
keep  up. 
with
 the 
daily 
grind.  
We're  
also
 
busy  
caught
 
up 
in 
the  
pursuit
 
of 
life's  
finer 
pleasures
  
and
 I'm 
not  
talking
 
about  
Grey  
Poupon
 
mustard.
 
True
 
love
 
and  
romance
 
are  
still
 a 
mainstay
 in the
 
hearts
 of 
many 
students.
 
Not  the 
love 
trials 
that 
glow  
on
 the 
front 
pages
 of 
the  
Enquirer,
 but
 good
 old-
fashioned  
romance.
 
It's
 no 
secret
 
that
 
both
 
men  
and  
women
 
reach  
their  
sexual  
peak 
at 
college  
ages. 
With 
100,000
 
active
 
hormones
 on 
campus,
 no 
wonder
 
people
 
have  
such  
busy  
schedules. 
Much
 of 
the 
campus  
body 
is 
caught
 in 
the 
game  
of
 
"campus
 
connection."
 
Trying
 
to find
 love 
despite
 
massive
 
class  
loads
 and 
work schedules.
 
In 
short,  
study
 takes 
a back 
seat 
much
 
of the time. 
It 
wastes
 time 
that 
could  be 
spent 
making 
love 
instead
 of 
war.  
With the 
option of 
doing 
chemistry  
homework 
or going 
out  with my 
wife,  I 
give a very 
unscientific answez
"Let's
 make 
some
 of our
 own  
chemistry." 
It's been said 
that Americans have 
lost the work ethic 
we
 once possessed as a 
nation. 
Though this may 
be true at the high 
school level, U.S. 
universities
 are still 
considered by many 
to
 be the world's best. 
So even though students are 
dp(Tcnernstinating,
 they're still getting 
the 
job  
Some of us frolic along during the 
semester
 living life for 
today and 
absorbing
 the other side of university life 
when 
there's
 time. 
Frequently  the books 
are left 
unopened 
and the pen stowed 
securely in 
our  trusty 
book
 bags. 
But this 
not only benfits
 life, but is 
also 
good  for 
studies.  
I'm a firm 
believer
 that
 students
 
work  
best under 
pressure. 
When 
the 
guillotine
 
of 
deadline
 dangles
 precariously
 above 
our  
heads. 
This is 
when
 
the  
armor  of 
indifference
 
is 
shed
 
and  a 
higher
 
plane  of excellence
 
is 
achieved.  
Amencans
 are 
taught
 from 
toddlerhood  
that 
one 
must 
respond 
under 
fire in 
order
 to 
be 
successful  in our 
society.  
The 
elementary
 
school
 
spelling  
bee  
comes
 to mind
 as 
one 
of the 
first time 
for 
students
 
to
 act
 
under  
pressure.
 Little
 
Billy  
needs
 to 
know how 
to 
spell  p
-r -e -s -s -u
-r -e 
and 
if he 
didn't  
cram 
the 
night  
before
 the 
hee,
 
he's
 
bummin'.
 
It 
goes  
on 
from  
there.
 
Cramming
 
for  
tests  is 
positively
 
American.
 It's 
kind 
of 
like
 
waiting  
until 
the 
last
 day
 to 
ask 
someone
 
to
 a 
prom.
 
Something
 
that
 needs
 to be done, can 
always
 
be 
put  
off.
 
There's
 
no
 
question
 
that  
preparation
 
is 
integral
 
to 
good
 
academic
 
performance.  
The  
hest
 
preparation
 
comes
 when 
students
 
are
 
driven
 
by
 a 
looming
 
deadline.
 
In 
the
 
news
 
industry,
 
a 
reporter
 may 
only  
be 
given
 
an 
hour
 
to
 
investigate
 
and write a 
story.
 
Amazingly,
 
this
 
is 
when
 
some of the 
hest
 
prose
 
has
 
been
 
written.
 
Such
 
is 
the
 
way  
of 
life,
 
put
 off 
saving  
hy
 
purchasing
 
on
 
credit
 
cards,
 
or borrow 
money
 
from
 
Japan
 
to 
keep
 
the 
country
 
from
 
going
 
under.
 
Hey.
 
it's
 
working.
 
So
 
seek
 love
 
and  
make
 
merryment,
 
1 
or
 
tomorrow
 
we 
may
 
die.
 
Andrew
 
H.
 
Channing
 
is
 
the  
Wire  
Editor
 
Friday,
 
November
 3, 
1989/Spartan
 Daily 
Daily
 
Digest
 
News
 
Page  
3 
SJSU
 
Today
 
Yesterday
 
Exactly
 two
 
weeks  
after  the 
7. I 
eardiquake,
 
Clark  
Library
 
was  fully 
operational
 at 
5:04.
 All 
five
 
floors
 of 
the
 shaken
 Clark
 
Library
 are 
now 
open 
to 
students
 and
 
functioning  
normally,  
said 
Rebecca
 
Martin,
 
associate
 library
 
director.
 
Sociology  
students
 were
 
happily
 
surprised
 
at the 
response
 they
 
received
 from 
their 
earthquake  
food 
and 
clothing  
drive 
held  Oct.
 27 to 
Nov.
 I in 
front  of 
the  Student
 Union.
 
Six big 
garbage 
bags 
full
 of 
clothing,  
five
 blankets,
 a 
sleeping
 bag 
and two 
bags  of 
toys  were
 donated
 by 
SJSU
 
students  and 
others 
during
 the four
-
day
 dnve 
to
 benefit 
the the 
victims  
of the 
eanhquake.
 
Today 
California State University system 
fees will jump $18 per
 semester, 
trustees 
decided
 Wednesday. 
Soo pogo 1 
SJSU 
football  players and coaches 
assess their 
chances
 against Fresno 
State. If Fresno 
wins, it will go 
to the 
Califomia  
Bowl.  
Soo  pogo 
4. 
20 Years 
Ago 
'The 
mounting  
public 
war 
against
 
U.S.
 
involvement
 in 
Vietnam  
found 
San Jose
 the 
next
 site 
for a 
major  
campaign.  
Quote 
" I 
think
 we 
are 
paying
 
enough  
as 
it 
is."
 
 
Sean Korba 
Sophomore 
On ihe CSU fee hike 
See 
story on page I 
Chavez
 to 
hold 
rally 
UFw protests 
Safeway
 grapes 
By Petrick 
Nolan 
Daily start writer 
Charging  that the Safeway supermar-
ket chain is "not living up to its name" 
beciume it continues to sell toxic
 grapes 
to the public, United Farm Workers of 
America 
will hold a rally Saturday call-
ing 
for a boycott of all Safeway stores. 
UFW President Cesar
 Chavez, along 
with UFW Vice President Delores 
Huerta and 
actor  Martin Sheen. will 
call 
for a 
boycott
 of Safeway because they 
claim the grapes 
being sold are tainted 
with toxic chemicals. 
Safeway  could not be reached for 
comment, Ls officials were reported to 
be 
in
 conference until 
Monday  
"The t1FW a.sserts that Safeway
 ha.s 
refused to respond to the union's re-
quests that the grapes he taken off the 
shelves, according to Heather Brownly, 
a representative
 from UFW 
"Cesar C'havez met with Safeway of-
ficials in August and asked that the 
grapes not be sold," said Brownly. 
"We presented over 70,(XX) signatures 
of people who 
shop at Safeway and 
want the grapes pulled from the shelves. 
Safeway has refused, so that's why we 
are having the nilly." 
Some 
SJSU  student leaders will par-
ticipate in the rally, 
including members  
of 
Movimiento  
Estudiantil  Chicano de 
Aztlan 
(MECHA I, a Chicano/Latino
 
campus 
organization.  
The UFW 
leaders
 and Sheen 
will 
canvass
 
door  to 
door
 
following
 
the 
rally, 
which 
will he 
held 
at
 Most 
Holy 
Trinity
 C'hurch,
 240()
 Nassau
 
Dnve
 at 
9:45 
a.m..  
Canvassing
 
begins  at 
II:01) 
a.m. 
In an 
effort to 
gamer 
support  hw 
the 
weekends
 
activities,
 
MECHA  is 
spon-
soring
 an 
educational
 forurn/rally
 at 
12
 
noon
 
today in 
the Student Union's Al-
maden
 Rimm. 
Ilse event 
will  feature 
UFW 
representatives
 
Ballpark
 at 
top 
of S.F. 
ballot
 
SAN 
FRANCISCO  (AP)
  Will San 
Francisco voters reward their World Se-
ries losers with a downtown ballpark? 
Will they approve a measure granting 
spousal benefits to unmanied "do-
mestic partners?" Will voters repeal a 
suburban measure banning discrimina-
tion against people with AIDS? 
Tune in Nov. 7 and find out, as sex 
and sports dominate ballots in Northern 
California. 
Here are
 some of the issues facing 
voters: 
Repeal of a Concord ordinance for-
bidding 
discrimination  against anyone 
diagnosed with acquired immune 
defi-
ciency 
syndrome.
 
Election
 of a Fremont City Council 
member from a field that includes the 
city's first 
openly  homosexual candi-
date.
 
Allowing
 unmarried and same -sex 
couples working for the city of San 
Francisco to formally establish their 
relationships as "domestic partners," 
complete with 
funeral
 and sick leave 
benefits. 

Construction of a 48,000
-seat  ball-
park  in China Basin to 
replace chilly, 
windswept 
Candlestick  Park  and 
keep the San 
Francisco Giants from 
leaving town. 
The pace of growth in the scenic 
hills 
and canyons in southern 
Alameda  
County, where Union City voters will 
select one of two
 measures regulating 
construction
 on 5,00(1 acres zoned for 
agnculture and open space. Voters in 
nearby 
Hayward will decide how much 
construction
 to allow on scenic hill-
sides.  
 And in the 
tiny, quirky Marin 
C'ounty community of Bolinas, voters 
will  decide whether to support installing 
a sign telling people how to get int() the 
isolated town. Signs have been torn 
down as quickly a.s 
they have been 
posted. 
Coming on the heels of a 
devastating  
earthquake  and a World Senes that 
pitted long-time
 rivals Oakland and San 
Francisco. the elections have generated 
large c(mtnbutions, controversy and na-
tional  attention. 
SpartaGuide  
SpartaGude s a daily calendar avertable to 
SJSU students, faculty end staff orgenirabons 
at no charge Forrns may be picired up at the 
Spartan Daly office, Wahiquisl Library North, 
Room 104, or ar the Student Union Inlorrnahon 
Center No phonedqn  items will be accepted 
The deadens ts noon The Derry will attempt to 
enter each Item a day 
Wore the event. as wee 
as the day ot the event 
TODAY 
Society of Latino Engineers end Scien-
tists: Meeting, 12:30 p.m., 
Ersgineenng
 
Building, room 
491. 
Student Rosati Service: Blood 
pressure 
screening, 9 a.m -1 p m , S.U., A.S. Busi-
ness 
Office Call 
924-6117 
Jewish Student Unlon: Shabbat dinner 8 
daming, 6 p.m., 
meet  at teller machries on 
Ninth
 St. 
Call
 (406)
 
296-15,3i
 
SAACS: Dr. 
Clusa-Lymes  disease heat -
stress  proteins, 
12:30 p.m 
. Duncan Hall. 
room 504.
 Call 299-2502. 
Pre -Law
 Association: 
Pizza night, 8 p 
m 
Mountain
 Mike's  Pizza, Campbell. 
Call  
723-
4121 
Akbayanaelan 
Business 
League:  
Hallow-
een Party, 
7:30 p m -11:30 p m Northside 
Community
 Center, 4138 N 6th St . San 
Jose,
 
Call  274-6372.
 
SATURDAY  
Cycling Club: Training ode. 9 am. SU 
Amphitheatre 
Call 
292-2511
 
SUNDAY
 
Canipus
 Ministry: Sunday 
worship.
 10.45 
a.m., (Lutheran
 worship) 6:30 p m and 8 
p m , (Catholic Mass)
 Campus Chnshan 
Center Chapel. 10th and
 San Carlos. 
Call
 
298-0204 
MONDAY 
SJSU 
Theatre Arts Department:
 87th Do-
rothy Kaucher Contest 
lor Excellence 
in 
Oral  
Interpretation, 
prehminanes ort 12.30 p m 
Studio
 
Theatre,  Hugh 
Gillis 
Hall. room  103 
Call
 924-6117
 
Career 
Planning  and Placement 
Center:
 
Employer presentation ''Careers
 with the 
Chubb Group," 2 p.m. -3:30 p 
m . S.0 Alma-
den Room, 
Call  924-6010 
TUESDAY 
Student Heehti 
Service: Tar -Sachs Dis-
Spartan
 
Daily  
Serving  
the
 San 
Jose
 State 
University  
Community
 
Since  
1934
 
(UCPS
 
509-480)
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MISS
 
THE  
OCTOBER
 
EPT/ELM
 
TESTS
 
DUE  
TO
 
THE
 
EARTHQUAKE?
 
THEY
 
HAVE  
BEEN
 
RESCHEDULED
 FOR
 
SAT.
 
NOV.
 
llth.
 
YOU
 
MUST
 
COME
 
TO 
TESTING  
& 
EVALUATION
 (ADM 
218)  
11Q 
LEER 
MAN 
MONDAY,
 NOV. 
6,
 TO 
RECEIVE
 
A 
NEW
 
ADMISSION
 
TICKET.
 
ease screening and planning
 meeting. 11 
a m 
-12 30 p m 
Health  Building 
room 
208 
Call  
924-611  7 
Marketing Club: General 
Meeting
 
Officers'  
Elections, 3 30 pm 
.SU Costanoa Room, 
Call 281-3161 
MA:
 Meeting computer animation screen-
ing,
 5.30 p m. Art Building, room
 237 
Come Liam About 
ThisJesus,": Bible 
study. 7 p m -8 p m 
10th
 and 
San Cados 
Sts Call 272-9149 
Christian Students Fellowship: 
Bible 
study 'fellowship meeting 
noon
 S U 
Costa, 
noan Room 
Call 
268-141
 
But some 
observers  say the quake 
may eclipse
 the elections, keeping vot-
ers at 
home
 concentrating on other is-
sues 
and reluctant to spend money while
 
facing a legion -wide damage hill of 
nave
 than S7 billion. 
A large voter 
turnout, however, is ex-
pected  in the F.ast Bay community of 
Concord.  An 
ordinance  banning 
dis-
crimination  in housing, 
employment  
and other areas
 against AIDS victims 
wa.s 
approved  by the city
 council, then 
placed 
(m
 the ballot after protests
 by 
outraged residents who 
collected 10,000 
signatures.
 
The  election marks the first time in 
the 
country
 that an AIDS anti-discrimi-
natitm issue 
ha.s gone to a public vote.
 
'The Rev. Lloyd
 Mashore of the Con-
cord Christian Center, a leader of the
 
drive to 
dump the ordinance, said 
it's  
"too emotional,
 it's very confusing 
and 
it's 
become political fixaball 
that's
 ... 
not  helping or advancing anyone
 or any 
cause." 
There iire about 
375  diagnosed cases 
of 
AIDS
 in Contra Costa, about SO of 
them in Concord, according to Dr. 
Wendell Brunner. Contra 
Costa  Coun-
ty's public health 
director
 and a sup-
porter of the
 measure. 
Meanwhile, sex also is an issue in 
Fremont. where attorney lames L. 
Fal-
lon is 
running for one of two 
council
 
seats and announced his homosexuality
 
in order to increase debate about gay 
rights 
The Spartan 
Daily tele-
phone  system is not work-
ing properly. If 
you are hav-
ing problems
 getting 
through
 to the Daily, try 
call-
ing 
924-3281.  
The 
A.S.  
Program
 
Board  
would  
like 
to thank
 our
 student
 
volunteers
 for 
doing a 
fantastic
 
job at 
the  PIXIES
 and 
Bob  
Mould
 concert.
 See you
 Nov. 
12th at the 
ALARM!  
Associated
 Students 
San Jose 
State  Universny 
Make 
Your Future
 
Count
 
This week 
we're  conducting free Law 
School, MBA 
and Graduate 
School Seminars 
at our Berkeley, 
Davis,  Mann, 
Palo
 Alto, Reno, San Francisco and 
Santa Cruz Centers 
Law 
School/LSAT
 
We'll show you how Stanley 
H.
 Kaplan can help you score high 
on the LSAT 
and take
 you 
through thc Intricticies of the 
la w 
school
 application process.
 
MBA/GMAT
 
Discover  how 
Stanley
 H. 
Kaplan  can help
 you score your best
 on 
the GMAT and look your best on your business school application. 
Graduate 
School/GRE
 
Learn how Stanley H. Kaplan can get you a top score on the GRE 
and help
 you to &elect the right gradtfate school 
for
 your field oisttidy. 
Call Us Today 
To Reserve A Seat. 
1 -800 -950
-PREP 
'STANLEY H. KAPIAN 
all&  Kaplan Or Take
 Your Chances 
Students
 iwited 
to participate 
in oratory contest 
Preliminaries for the 87th Dr 
Donthy Kaucher's contest in ond 
interpretation will be 
held  Monday. 
starting at 12:30 p ni in the 
Studio  
Theatre. Hugh Gillis Hall. Room 
101
 
All SJSII students may 
enter the 
contest,
 for which the first  prize 
is a 
S I 50 check 
Finals will he 
held
 Nov. 17 in the 
Studio 
Theatre  
For more 
inlormation
 about the 
contest, contact Gary /aro at 
924-4567  
(w go to 
his  office. located in Hugh 
Gillis Hall, Room 234 
Campus 
counselors 
provide services
 
for Santa Cruz 
residents  
ree SJSt 1 students. ;lying in Santa 
C1117
 
and 
findina
 it hard to 
get 
over 
to
 
campus alter the ( I 7 quake 
damaged roads, were abk to 
unkad  
wine
 01 
their  
question%
 
representatives
 
from 
 1St 
''s  
Counseling  
Sery 
ices Tuesday 
Members  of 
the  SJS1.1 
counseling  
center staff
 were in 
Santa 
Cruz
 and 
will  
he
 there 
again  
Nov.
 7 from 
I p.m. 
to 4 
p 
in
 to pnwide
 academic 
and personal
 
assistance
 to 
students  in 
the area.
 
lite 
small  
turnout  
Tuesday  
did not 
discourage
 staff 
members,
 said 
Maly  
Mimic.  
associate  
director
 of 
Student  
Counseling
 
Services.  
"The 
people
 needed help, so it was 
worth it," Moore said 
Two
 of 
the 
students
 
wanted
 to know 
if they 
should withdraw or take
 
''incompletes' for their class grades. 
The other student was 
supposed  to 
begin classes in the spring, is:cortling to 
Moore 
The three also shared their different 
experiences with 
the  staff 
The counselors will he in the First 
L'ongregational Church lounge. 900 
High St. in Santa Cruz on Nov. 7. For 
more inhumation call 924-5910 or 426-
2001 
For the 
Record  
A 
pulled  quote in 
Wednesday's
 Spartan
 Daily 
about  a union
 meeting on 
the 
earthquake
 
attributed  the 
statement
 to the 
wrong 
person.
 
It was 
Clair 
Jennett
 of the 
California 
Faculty  
Association
 
who 
advocated  
a quake
 
emergency
 
plan.  
CI 
Due to 
an editor's 
error,
 
Thursday's  
story  about
 an 
earthquake 
relief drive 
failed 
to mention
 that the 
drive was
 
first 
organized  
to help 
the  
homeless 
of 
San  Jose. 
The  
Spartan
 
Daily  is 
com-
mitted  
to 
accuracy.
 
Any 
significant
 error
 
brought
 
to
 the 
editor's
 atten-
tion 
will
 be 
corrected.
 
lf you 
notice 
something
 
that
 
vou
 know
 is 
incorrea,
 
please
 
write
 to 
the 
Spartan 
Daily,
 
San Jose 
State 
University,
 San 
Jose. 
CA 95192.
 
You can 
also call the editor
 
or 924-3280 
or 
924-3281  . 
The Spartan Daily's 
FAX  
number 
is
 
NO8)924-1018.  
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Sports 
SJSU 
battles
 
Bulldogs
 
Season,
 
bowl
 berth on the 
line 
in 
Saturday's  game
 at Fresno 
Hy Robert I aiuls Mallard 
Daily staff writer 
Il will he the
 hank of the unbeaten% 
Saturday when 
the Spanan football 
team travel% to 
Bu114.4 Stadium to play 
arth -nval iirsno State. 
"The whole 
season  depends on this 
game." SJSU
 wide 'rimer Tony Jeff-
ery 
said 
If
 the 
Bulldogs
 
win.  
they  
will  
clinch  
a 
berth
 in 
the  
California
 
Bowl
 on 
Dec. 
9. 
If
 the 
Spartans  
win.
 they
 
have  
to
 
win  
two 
,iut 
their 
la.st 
three
 
games  
in order
 
v. 
in 
the
 howl
 
berth.  
In 
a 
scenario  
similar
 to 
the 
last 
four 
years,
 the 
Big 
West 
C'hiuripionship
 
is at 
stake.
 
SJSU
 
is
 
cunrntly  
has 
a 3-0 
re-
cord 
in 
conference
 
play and 
is 
4-3  
over-
all.
 
Fresno
 
State 
is 5-0 
in 
the  Big
 
West
 
and K-0 
overall
 
The two teams have split the last four 
meetings The last three games have 
been decided by of a total of 10 points. 
"This is the most important game of 
niy career." Ryan Rasnick, a fifth year 
Spikers
 
begin
 
last
 
road  
trip
 
Make 
appearances  in 
Irvine, Long 
Beach
 
Ity Todd A. Baynes 
Daily  
staff writer 
The 
Spartan  volleyball 
team heads 
south  
tonight  for its final 
two 
mad-
mak hes or the 
frgular season. 
"The Spartans will
 take on No. 5 
Long 
Beach
 State tonight 
at
 7:3(), arid 
Ir-
vine Friday 
night. SJSU
 volleyball 
coach 
Dick Montgomery 
said this is an 
imponant
 weekend for 
the Spartans, 
and 
he 
hopes
 
Mr
 a split. 
This 
season  splits have come 
easy for 
the 
Spartans,
 
12-7  overall.  5-6 in the 
Big West Conference.
 They have split 
all  five weekend 
pairs  they've playW.
 
Four weeks 
ago,  they beat Long 
Fleach 
State 15-13, 15-7,
 4-15. I 5-8, 
and lost 
to
 tIC Irvine the next 
night  15-
13. 15-8. 15- I 
2,
 both at home. 
Montgomery 
expects
 Long Beach, 
16-1 
osetall, 7-4 conference, to conic 
OW bourn against 
the  Spanans. having 
only 
lost
 
to 
the  University
 
of Hawaii 
,niversity of Pacific and SJSU. 
  \Ve're in fairly elite company, hav-
ing heat 
them." he said. "I expect that 
they 
'ic going 
ii) he 
cissking.   
II the Long 
Beach 49ers come out 
play
 mg real strong. 
Montgomery may 
pull 
some starters to 
save for Saturday's  
gante, he said. 
"If 1 see that 
Long  Beach is 
cooking
 
and we're not. 
Tni not  going to 
belabor  
the 1:10.-
 he said. 
"Tin  going io 
pull 
sonic 
key player% and go 
after Irvine Ir-
vine is a 
nnist 
The Spartans 
suffered a let
-down 
alter
 heating Long 
Beach,  and were 
heat 
by 1.1(' Irvine in 
three games the 
next 
night  
SJSU has
 won 
four
 of its 
lam 
five 
matches.
 but was 
not  among the 
na-
tional 
rankings  
this 
week.  Tuesday 
night. the 
Spartans easily 
swept the Uni-
versity ot Santa 
Clara 15-2. 15-5.
 15-8 
After this 
weekend's
 road int). the 
Spartans
 
phi) the last 
five 
games  of the 
season al 
home, and all are conference 
inatches
 
( 1 All 
EARN EXTRA
 MONEY 
FOR 
CHRISTMAS  
Be part of the most exciting season 
of the year at Macy's. Apply now 
for 
tennxnary  Christmas
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ment You'll earn extra money 11/1 
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giving a 
little easier for
 a lot of 
people. Sales, gift -wrapping and 
stock pissitions are available, full 
or part-time days, part-time nights. 
Visit the personnel office of your 
nearest
 Macy's 
VALLEY FAIR 
28oi 
Stevens
 Creek Blvd 
Santa
 Clara 
Macy's is 
an
 equal 
iipponunity
 employer.
 
r 1 
senior safety %aid. 
The 
Bulldogs' 15-gante  
winning
 
streak 
is second only to 
the No. 1 -
ranked and 
defending  national 
cham-
pion  Notre l)ame 
In addition, it is no easy task 
to
 
man:h into Bulldog Stadium and 
emerge victorious
 
The Bulldogs are 30-11 
at honte 
over the past five 
years  The Bulldogs 
have won most of their home 
games this 
season by 
wide margins Last
 week's 
3f 
-17  victory over lINLV
 
wa.s the slim-
mest margin yet 
"We're the last team
 to heat them in 
Bulldog Stadium," SJSU 
head fisuball 
coach Claude Gilbert. 
"fhe Spartans defeated the 
Bulldogs  
2()-16
 in Fresno in 1987. 
"Fresno State is 
good 
offensively,"  
Gilbert said. "They have a big 
offen-
sive line 
and fast backs. Their
 major 
threat 
is
 the run hut at the 
same
 time 
BiQ 
Game   
Fresno 
State 
agatnst
 SJSU,
 
Saturday
 
6 p.m , 
Fresno'
 
Bulldog Stadium 
they
 can throw 
the ball ' 
Bulldog tailback 
Aaron  Craver has 
rushed for 973 yards and six touch-
downs this season. Fullback Mymn 
Jones 
has  accumulated 702 yiuds 
on
 the 
gmuntl and 
10
 touchdowns
 
(./ver the 
years,  Fresno State has had 
the reputation
 of thmwing the long
 pass 
or "Bulldog Bomb," 
(iilhert said 
"They
 have always
 had great 
speed 
at the 
wide  irceiver 
position."  
Gilbert
 
said. 
"Now
 they 
have  a 
dynamic
 run-
ning 
game. It will 
be a tremendous
 ta.sk 
for our
 defense."
 
The 
Bulldogs are currently ranked 
fifth nationally in scoring 
offense with 
19.5
 
points  
per game. Their rushing of-
fense accumulates 289.6 yards per game 
in 
the ground. 
SJSU is 
aiming  off its best 
defensive 
perfOnnance
 of the season 
when it only 
allowed 
156 yards of 
total  offense 
against New
 Mexico State 
last week. 
Joe
 R %Marin - Daily staff photographer 
Betsy N elsh goes for 
a kill in fuesday's victory over Santa 
Clara.  SiS1.1 
pia) s its 
food
 too road 
games of the season 
this  week. 
Student
 Peer AIDS Education
 
at the Residence
 Halls 
Activities
 include:
 
AIDS  Education
 
Robin  Williams 
Video & others 
 
Games  with prizes 
 
Refreshments  
will be served
 
Wed. 
Nov. 1 
Washburn  Hall 
Thurs. Nov. 2 
Royce Hall 
Mon.
 Nov. 6 Spartan Village 
Formal
 Lounge 
Formal Lounge
 
Community
 Rm 
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 & 
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copy
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Open Early, Open Late 7 
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310 S. 
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San Jose, CA 95070 
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Ter
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S.'S!' rugby 
players
 Dine Clew>. left,
 Eric Nye and James 
Crannell, right, 
practice  for an upcoming 
game. 
Rugby: not a lot of 
bruisers
 
By Doris Kramer-Ferrelra 
Daily  staff writer 
Rugby
 is often misconceived
 as a 
rough contact sport in which a bunch of 
big bruisers beat each other up in the 
pretense of playing a team sport. 
According to SJSU tvgby clubs's 
Mike Plana. nothing could he further 
from the truth. 
"Many people are under the impres-
sion that you have to he a big fixuball-
type of athlete to play rughy, said 
Plana. a 
5 -foot -7 scrum half. "While 
sim is 
desirable for front-line positions. 
backs need speed and agility. So siie 
isn't an issue." 
'The stereotype of rugby players as vi 
()lent people playing the game for the 
brutal  fun of heating up the other team 
is also a 
misconception.
 
according
 
to 
Plana, who says that while the sport
 is 
very physically demanding. many other 
sports are physically punishing. 
"I've 
seen
 more injuries 011 the gym 
nastics team," Piana said 
Rugby. often 
descnbed
 as a 
combina  
lion of miccer and hmuhall, is a fast 
paced game in which
 the ball can be 
run, passed and kicked across the field 
The demanding nature of the sport
 not 
only requires versatility from its players 
but also an incredible 
amount 
of endur
 
ance and strength. 
The hall stays in play while the clock 
runs off two .10 -minute halves. The 
playing field 
is also 10 feet longer and 
15 feet wider than a typical football 
field. 
As the
 sport differs substantially from 
tioth 
soccer  and football.
 
technique 
drills 
compose  
much
 of the 
practice 
time 
along with
 conditioning
 and 
scim-
mages.
 
'The 
rules  and 
strategies
 of rugby
 are 
unfamiliar  to many 
of the recruits 
who 
played other
 team sports
 in high 
school
 
or 
college.  
"The players 
expenence  a sense 
of 
bewilderment  at 
first," said Ron
 Mc -
Beath,  rugby 
club
 advisor. 
"But
 then 
everything falls int()
 place." 
The SJSU club 
lost many expen-
enced 
players 
who graduated 
4.1 
class
 
conflicts  with the
 3:30-6:00 
prac-
tices on Tuesdays and 'Thursdays and is 
doing heavy recruiting for new 
talent. 
even though more than 
60
 athletes have 
expressed interest
 in the club. 
"We'll take any athlete who's 
senous 
about teaming the sport." 
Piazza said. 
"There's a lot of new
 recruits that 
played various 
high school spons like 
football, 
soccer,  and even 
volleyball.
 
It's a great 
way  to stay in 
shape.  
The 
club's 
season 
begins  
with
 the 
South
 Bay 
Tournament
 on Nov.
 11 
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TRAINING  
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THAT 
HILL.  
you're  looldng 
for excitement
 and adventure,
 
you'll find it 
when  you enroll
 in Army ROTC.
 It's 
not
 your ordinary
 college 
elective.
 
Find out 
more.  Contact Ben 
Harris, Room 
306, Mac-Quante 924-2920. 
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 Second
 Delay
 
Maguire lk Mehallo 
had 
id is 
lent, 
lave 
VIM  
.aid 
that 
like
 
News
 
Bush,
 
Gorbachev
 
plan
 
'non
-summit'
 
Washington
 
keeps
 
low  
expectations
 
WASHINGTON
 
(API  --- 
As 
Presi-
dent 
Bush  
envisions  it.  his 
floating
 
chat  
with
 
Mikhail
 S. 
Gorbachev
 
will  
carry
 a 
huilt-in
 
guanintee:  With 
no 
agenda  
to
 be 
met  
and
 no 
deals to 
be 
settled,
 the 
meet-
ing 
can 
httrdly 
be 
judged 
anything
 
but  
a 
success
 
unless  
sometxxly
 
jumps
 ship. 
While 
both
 leaders 
are 
supposed
 
to
 be 
committed
 to staying 
aboard
 
with  
tui
 in-
formal,
 
free -form 
Mrtnat.
 the 
Soviet
 
News 
Analysis
 
side 
does
 seem 
to
 have
 
some
 
bigger  
ideas,
 
suggesting  
the meetings
 
Ike.
 
2-3 
might  
end  the Cold 
War. 
That's 
rhetoric,  but it 
collides
 
with 
the 
White  
House  
effort to 
keep
 the pro-
file
 
of the "non
-summit
 
summit"
 
just  
atxwe
 
the water line. 
Bush 
and 
his 
spokesman 
want expectations
 
held
 
to a 
minimum.
 
At 
the 
last superpower
 
meeting  
com-
parable
 to 
this one, 
Gorbachev
 
startled  
Ronald Reagan 
by 
proposing
 
drastic  
cuts
 in 
nuclear  weapons.
 The 
adminis-
tration doesn't want a replay. 
Bush,
 
who  issued
 the 
handwntten
 in-
vitation
 as he flew 
home  from 
Eastern 
Europe on July Ili, said 
that
 he thinks 
the 
meetings
 will be 
productive
 
but  that 
notxxly expects substantial decisions or 
agreements
 to emerge. 
By 
those ground rules. both 
leaders
 
could  go ashore declaring they have met 
their 
objectives.  
done
 what they
 came 
to 
do. For 1xXh, that would help at home 
Bush 
already  is using the meeting he 
initiated in rebuttal to the cntics who 
say he has been faltered in dealing with
 
the jx)litical and economic upheavals in 
Eastern Europe
 and the Soviet Union. 
Gorbachev is grappling with eco-
ninnic crises at home and with the dras-
tic 
changes
 
that
 
are  
turning
 what 
were 
satellite
 
states
 
toward
 democracy 
and 
freer
 
enterprise.
 
Even  
a general assur-
ance 
of 
economic
 
cmperation,  
and  a 
hint 
that
 
trade
 
restnctions
 could he re-
laxed,
 
would
 
be a 
lift as he heads into a 
difficult
 
winter.
 So 
will  the stress on 
tereign
 
affairs
 
and superpower rela-
tions,
 strong
 
points
 in 
contra.st  to the 
budget
 
woes,  
fixxi
 shonages, 
unem-
ployment
 
and 
strikes 
besetting  
the So-
viet
 
economy.
 
Bush
 
said  
he 
expects a lot of dis-
cussion 
of 
the  
dramatic  changes 
in East-
ern 
Eumpe,
 
in 
Poland,
 Hungary,
 
Ctechoslovaltio
 and 
most recently. East 
(lemony.
 
In a 
way,
 that is a break-
through.
 
For  
nearly 45 years, Siwiet 
leaders
 
considered
 F.astern 
Europe their 
THIsiness,
 
not
 a topic 
for  a summit
 dis-
cussion
 
Now
 Gorbachev tnay
 want 
some
 
assurance
 that the West will not 
push 
too 
hard.  or 
seek  strategic
 military 
advantage
 in 
what  is happening
 there. 
Indeed,
 
Bush 
said the rapidity of 
change
 
in
 
Eastern  Europe wa.s one 
of 
'Summits
 take on an 
expectation of 
grand 
design  and grand 
agreements, and 
that's
 not what this is' 
- President Bush  
the things that led
 him to change his 
mind about 
the  right time and termat for 
his first 
pirsidential meeting with Gor-
bachev.
 "... I 
just didn't want 
to, in this 
time of 
dynamic
 change, MISS some-
thing,
 something that I might get better 
first hand from Mr. Gorbachev." he 
said 
Tuesday
 . 
Nevenheless. there are risks in an 
unstructured meeting of superpower 
leaders, even to 
get  acquainted. 
There are those who 
hold  that the
 So-
viet miscalculations behind the 1962 
Cuban missile crisis took mot when Ni-
kita S. Khrushchev and President 
John
 
F. Kennedy. 
met in Vienna. Austria. in 
1961. 
Bush and 
Gorbachev
 have met be-
fore. niost recently
 when Flush WAS 
president-elect.
 But since then, and 
until 
the surprise
 announcement last 
Tues-
day. Bush had said he wasn't going to 
tush
 to the summit, and 
didn't  want to 
meet  for the sake 
of
 meeting. Next 
year's =is 
control
 summit was ar-
ranged in September. 
When Reagan met with Gorbachev at 
Reykjavik, Iceland, just 
over  three years 
ago, in what wits 
supposed  to he a pre-
liminary meeting to an arms control 
summit, the two leaders wound up talk-
ing about elimination of all nuclear 
weapons, then quit in disconl over the 
U.S. space 
defense  program. 
Flush dismissed any comparison with 
Iceland. saying this isn't to he an arms 
control meeting, or a summit 
at
 all. 
That comes next 
spring or summer, in 
the United 
States. 
But when the superpower leaders 
meet it is a parley at the summit, in 
Winston  Churchill's phrase, no matter
 
what anyone wants it called. And 
such
 a 
meeting 
creates,  unavoidably. the pres-
sure ot expectations that the two presi-
dents will conic away having accom-
plished something more than a meeting. 
-Summits take on a definition, 
an 
expectation  of grand design and grand 
agreeinents, and that's not what this 
is," Bush said. He said the shipboard 
setting will cut down on the fanfare, the 
pressures. the crush of people. 
But all those trappings go with a 
summit,
 
and this  one will have 
them,
 no 
matter what it's called. They'll just be a 
little farther away. in port while the two 
presidents are talking during their
 week-
end at 
sea. 
That's as inevitable as the expectation 
of 
measurable  progress, at least 
of 
mo-
mentum toward grand agreements at the 
summer sumntit
 next year. 
This story written by Walter R 
Mears, vice president and columnivi 
for The Associated Press, who has 
reported on 
Washington  and na-
tional politics for more than 25 
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Deok 
S74. 
dna..
 
SMX 
deele
 SW,
 bed. 
frame,
 
dellveryl
 (415) 
454100  
NEW 
MATTRESS
 SETS!
 889 
up
 to king 
OWL 11 Mee, ell Wee. S-25 yr 
werrenty Frames. 
headboards.
 
els Everything 
now  For Info call 
4414621
 
GREEK  
Goon LOOKING ATO CRAIG ears 
HOT 
PO 
dile 
Thera  
Ithereeled  
prase 
MI
 297-0622  
onto
 & 
2AC MONA CTN. 
the eld 
coo 
went. 
youf  Dinner Mon 
1 1 II et 
C/41-07
 Be them  NM 
SHARP!!   
HELP
 
WANTED
 
ACCOUNTING
 
ASSISTANT
 
needed  
ASAP 
Reconcile  NcountIng re-
cords will 
consider any businew 
major w NcounlIng classes Sal-
ary 
66-$111hr
 Call 732-7799 
AFTERNOON 
TEACHER
 AIDE SUBS 
on cell Campus
 chikl care 405 S 
10th St 
S J experience 
with 
young 
children $5 
hr
 Cali FRAN 
sl 293-22Se 
ATTENTION -HIRING, 
Gov
 t lobs your 
arse 
S17.840
-S69.485  
Call
 1402 -
SW
-888S.  
ref
 R4250
 
ATTRACTIVE
 LADIES 
to model 
tor  
photographer
 
makeup  anIst 
In
 
change tor 
quality  
enlargements
 
of your chol.
 Call Franco
 al 241 
5303 
evenings  
weekends  
AUTOMATED  
VAC EOPT
 OPERATOR
 
needed  w 
greveysrd  & 
weekend 
shift
 1.3 yrs 
mechankel
 or elec 
trIcal 
swernbly 
eap  or 
equIvaant  
education In 
physical  sciences
-
computer  
program  U 
S ch 
Inonship
 100%
 educstion
 re-
imbursement
 
(415)493-1800,
 wt 
4.5 
VARIAN  
BILINGUALS
 ENG 
JAPANESE  
many  other 
NW wet 
No fee 
Call
 
PERSONA 
el
 453-0305 
B
USY 
RESTAURANT.
 fun
 strno
 
Nftere
 
RUSTY
 
SCUPPER  RES-
TAURANT  
1235 
Celorneed
 Pliwy.
 
Sonnyyse  
Lunch  
Host
 we 
Mon.
 
Fri 
Full pt 
One Apply 
Mon -
Fri 2 
30on-Spin  
Or 245-29 
t 
CHILDCARE  
POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE
 
- 
Full
 end part 
tine 
permanent
 
poittons
 evellable
 Northern 
GMT 
fortes 
175 
San  
Antonio
 
Rd Suite
 112 los Altoo.
 CA (415) 
IMP2933
 
CHRIS1MAS  
RESEARCH  
VOLUM.
 
TEERS 
NEEDED, Did you 
live in 
Europe 
from birth 
to era 
107 
Send 
ywr  new & 
s6Iness to 
1.1 
Werke. 
221 Duncan.
 Apt 202,
 
San Francisco
 Ca fM131 
to
 rat 
your 
postage  
pad  
Christmas
 Nu 
vey  
NATIVE 
FRENCH 
SPEAKER  
needed
 
tor tutorkig 
Mainly 
conversatio-
nal 
practice 
297.55. 
evenings.  
close to 
SJSU 
COUNSELOR
 DIRECT 
CARE 
staff  
needed
 at Mad 
mewing!
 WIN. 
Ile. to 
young 
adults  6 
add.  
wnts  with 
autism  & 
WNW  We. 
Nees 
FT
 & PT 
position.  
avail
 
Starting 
WWI  2S hr 
1400) 
446.3953 
DELI 
SANDWICH  
MAKES 
Sehr
 . Mon -
F 10 
30
 AM-1 
30
 PM. I 1 
30 Ale. 
30 
PM
 152 11 Ird 
St
 llam Jose 
DINNER
 SHIFT 
WAITRESS
 and 
kitchen 
helper  Lunch 
ethflths-
person 
MINATO   
SINE. 
Sr Jose
 
JAPANTOWN
 
Ga 
Mac  
or
 JoArin 
1406)  99.-
9711
 
EARN
 MO to 
HOD  
rain T 
Our 
telernerketers
 ram 
Ira Ire 
MOM, In 
pari nine hours
 WIT the 
Bay 
Are.' 
 owed 
rereePaem
 
prornotion  
the 
whirl  
compute-
rised  rating 
can do 
Guaranteed
 
eatery.  plue 
bony. Cra 
C J nova 
M 
MOS)
 
7274147
 
E ARN
 $1300 
per 1000 
envelope.
 
Muffed' 
Send  
raffraddreesed.
 
ramped 
envelop*
 
lo 
R E 
O'NEAL.
 PO Box 
377245. 
Chi-
t:ergo,
 N 
00637   
EARN 
S2,000-14,000,
 
earthing  
for  
employment
 
that
 permits 
working 
your own
 hours. 
but still 
challeng.  
mg
 enough
 tor your
 
entrepreneu-
risi skills?
 Menace progrems
 tor 
FORTUNE
 
SOO  Compare. Cid 1 
800-932-05211 ext 
I keel to 
Grad tudent 
EXECUTAN IS NOW HIRING for all 
shifts 
in all locations Sal. 
wee-
ren. preferred Apply in person. 
2093615 Magnesteed Road. Curer. 
tino 
(behind McGrath!  ) 
or
 csii 
LISA et 905-050D 
FOODSE AVERS WANTED. Velvet 
Creamery  
Mapft. 15 mind. 
iron 
SJSU Flexible hours A tfte 
Call (400)6454895 
GMAC ACCOUNT REP Job includes 
credit collection. direct contwi 
detail reports Related work ra 
per creed degree preferred 
Competitive Wary excel benefits 
Call 140411 773-9625 for interview 
EOE 
MAINTENANCE WORKEFI
 for local 
church Part taw Inquiry 484 E 
San Ferwndo or call Peggy 795-
2035 
MARKETING  ASSISTANTS WANTED. 
Wit rave entry Wool positions. 
otter fie xible hours end rays 
Base pey Is IS peg hour plu s 
monthly
 bonus To 
wrong*  an In-
tralow. pram cell Dere et 006) 
664-8043 
RETURN MERCHANDISE 
ACCOUNTS  
CLERK 
English
 Telerate
 
fluency real d Computer knowl-
edge  rant T VI Caspar CORP 
I4011)922-0188.
 contact Dre.-
Mike 
ROOM'. CAFE 
SALSA  le now hirirg 
lull A port tine Our 
lood *emery 
eon S10-120 hr c.n 966-0560 to. 
information
 
SE C RE T A RI AL Tient book keeplrg
 
Perterne. very %NON hre Wal 
reapply ca. 21144816 
SECURITY OFFICERS
 - procese 
savers. meesengers All Otte. 
Fl 
Pt. we will train Apply In per. 
eon. 24 hours. 7 days a Mee 
ACUEACTS,
 INC WW1. 
Ave 
 Sen Wee 
CASIO- CAVE SECURITY 
is hir 
Ins tor full end parttime
 pool 
SECUINTY OFFICERS NFED 
week 24 Poe dey Excellent ow b 
tIon All WM. meltable 7 clays 
won 
necessary  Apply Mon-Frl 
benefits Peed training. no wen 
Ilem-Sprn,
 N 1700 Wyatt Dr Suite 
10 Santa Gera, or call 
9411-CAVE 
GREG .1 996-9872 
SOCIAL
 SERVICES RELIEF staff 
tor  
on-cell bees. various shifts a. 
needed Licensed 
Program
 tor 
ernolMnally
 distressed ears 
Entrance
 in 
readental
 wrang 
desired* Salary 66 50 
hr COM-
MUNITY 
LIVING EXPERIENCES. 
304 W Ridding St . S J Cs 
95110. Ms 
Hew.  1406) 260-0611. 
EOE 
HOUSING 
CHRISTIAN FEMALE *nth 
to
 share 2 
Irann 
apt nr Good 
Wm
 Wisp S350 
i 2 oat. 377.9015 Iv meg 
FOR RENT 
low 2 Wm 2 beth. re 
modeed. clew end 
quiet Secu 
nry 
building.  oft street perking. 
laundry
 facilities. 8725-$825 
Call 266-9157 John or Meth. 
Plow. awe complete memo. 
FlOOM FOR REPO bklg hist 
reno-
vated.  Walk to SJSU & 
Reed  
Privets Ingle-occuponcy bed-
room Niers 2 1 2 beats w 5 otter 
rms 
Irninedlete  occopertcy. 
6.340 mo 1250 depart Call 
Ro-
berta. 
294-7706  
PERSONALS 
ADOICTED GAMBLER PILOT mints 
(roundtrip) rkle or riders to Tahoe. 
Reno. or Carson Weekends or 
week nights Ywr ewer? or 
mine
 Share weenie., flying 
Gres. 24A-6475(13J) or 719.526-
7198 
(Coloredo Springs. Co )  
ADOPTION COUPLE w adopted 3 yr 
old sera newborn Meet ue-ale-
ride Eyre. peed Call Liss 
COLLECT
 
in 
013)
 
055.4700   
ADOPTION 
NUTLIRING COUPLE 
wants
 to ithowsir newborn vo lo.. 
burster.  end !North  Eters. 
rad Call collect (916)623-1225 
CA THOM 
NEWMAN COMMUNITY
 
MASS on Sunday evenings et 
II 30 11 9 00 PM. Campus 
Christen  
SECURITY RECEPTIONIST
 
Forfar, lobe for students. no 
penance necessary Day awing & 
grave NW.. tine or 
pert time 
Sten Ile to Slaw Weekly poy 
rad dental 'neurone., pay 
credit union Rewires WI -
groomed persons ivith 
clean  po-
lice record Apply 11-5, M.F. Vang-
uard Security. 3212 Scott Blvd 
Mints CM. (Between 
Gaon  & 
Ion Tones ) 
SHUTTLE DRIVERS. port
-taw
 The 
San Jo. 
Week  Club le looking 
for enthusiastic. cleen-cut 
ingli-
vkluel WM  clew driving rs-
FT.F0 
14 
ftentiOdt
 
members
 to 
downtown 
destinations Clots 
floance  required (We wet *We) 
Contact  Bob Smith at 
292.1141  
SMALL OFFICE need. wineone to Me 
NWT elk 
to
 customers 
answer
 
phones, 
toft
 Good 
atmosphere.  
Wins ok Mr PTTT 
fternme Call 
. , 
oar
 
stir woe 
sampeegrar
 
I 
Funhouse 
Laugh
 
Lines
 
"PIM-
CIIECTOR."  
ap 
riumitiaresertasviersaromitsweAuressyteraesesis
 
 I   
Aaron  
Malchow
 
Wanda
 Folk 
'1,/, 41...--
..,-- 
HONEY.  MAL TYE 
/7/1. --- mos KrP-KAMo
 
Ch4 
-, 
, 
FEI7SCN
 PONE
 WORLD. 
, 
1,-1.:,,, 
I* c- 
Rowitc  
as
 BE 
PANE
 
ABOUT
 THE 
Pact/
 
WNO 
r 
r 6,, 
4.46( fr-- 
cfr-P.S4 lit 
ARE AROUND.
 Hin4 
vi 
1.\-,e,T. 
--, 
14 
OVJ \1--- i ' 5 l'A.Ii 
-cOW"P' ,,,4 k A , , . 
SRI 
, 
tar .... 
Classified 
Center 10th & San 
Croke For 
more Into about other want*. 
call Fetter Bob Leger or Steer 
Judy Ryan al 296-0204  
IIDEBBY II. I alloyed taking wIlh you 
at SPX Tuesday (10-24) I well to 
we you been the serneeter's 
ow PLEASE 
call
 me .1 296-7866.  
MARK 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
 
Unwonted NM 
reino.d forever 
Specialist Confidential Your very 
ow probe 24774-06. 3355 Bay -
wood A. &m.o.* 
HAS ROMANCE GONE trom 
your
 Me? 
Now you can tind love. romance. 
or adventure as easily as picking 
up your pivot,. DIN 976-2002 to 
ran ri *ratting
 
mausame
 
from 
quaky people. or you can record 
your
 own message And with our 
voice null erre. you don't have 
lo rave 
your phone number on en 
open line Call (4081 966-2523 tor 
free details Call today! Someone 
le *vane to meet youl (400) (4151 
976-2002 IS  only S2  Ion. N 
env 
LOOKING FOR EXCITEMENT??? Just 
call 1415) 976-46211 It's Ine hone.. 
wsy to wet ell
 kinds of people 
Wan our VOICE MAIL BOXES you 
cen receive meseagee left ewe 
deity for you end lee. colleen 
WI weep. for other, Call 
NOW Find the ONE theta 
trying
 
to find YOU!. (415)
 9711-M124
 18  
only  toll. 01111y 
LUTHERAN CAMPUS 
WORSNIP
 every 
SUNDAY morning st 10 46 AM at 
Campus Christian Greer. 10th & 
San Carlos Fo 1110/11 
IMormatIon  
sena 
salsifies. call Ray Norb 
Firnhaber
 
an 
296-0204  
PREGNANT? SJSU ALuMtli couple 
wen to Wept 
Financially
 woe 
Lots of bee 
to give CM any tre 
201.1371  
PROFESSIONAL
 DISC JOCKEY by 
Deana Michel. fonnerty of MLA 
oura got the perty rave got the 
mural WOW Productions pro-
ve.  wee variety of musk for 
your wedding pony or dere a 
reasoner.. fetes Coe Drams or 
PIM et 
270-M00 or 102.7116 
RAY BANS
 
SKI 
OIPTICS
 
I he.weltent dew and 
 large 
Inventory of Rey Ban and Skl 
Colk ...not.*** I wIN deliver
 
Call tor pekes Ask tor CM. 
MOO 0974444 after SOO p rn or 
caN during Me boy
 end lerr.  
memos
 I MN return your 
WI
 
TSHIRTSII
 tem moon fa your fra-
ternity. sorority 
club or bualnee. 
by Wens custom milk-ecretwied 
TAterts with your 
logo or desegn 
Call
 BRAINSTORM al 141942. 
no, 
SERVICES 
ARE YOU ON the hunt ler wore bucks 
64$7 Tin Washington
 So Fenno/ 
Croat
 Union. students
 serving 
ittudent. can 
help Child care 
loan and 
compel/the  wrings 
ratite 4b6 S 11111 (4011) 947-
7273 
IMRE IT ALLI Stop shaving. waxing. 
brewing or wing Ce1111110111 dee 
Wort. Le me permanently re 
mow your 
onwaniod
 
(den 
bikini. tummy. 
manmade.
 etc ) 
15% diwount to rodents
 and Sc-
ully Call brace Deorther
 31, 
19611 end earl your Met appl. sl 1 ^2 
price Unerenled Her Dieeppeere 
WIth My Cent ' 
Gran  Charon. 
R E 35111-3600 1645 S Ithecom 
Ave . 0C "Haar Today Gone To-
LATE HITE SEPIVICE GROUP PAR-
ALEGAL SERVICES "IN MO 
PER"snd 
Fran ServIcoe. 
Loral  
help Nee legal 
mirth WOK di-
vorce living contracts & more 
Full 
rat minute typing Remora 
horn SIO For 24 hr seven drys  
week Info call (406)92S-05M  
POST 
SOX  PLUS 45 1  S.J MI6 
0100 Open 
9 to p res 
for. 
warding braes tor rent 5 days  
week We rapt UPS Call end 
era 
out  whet null you here in 
your boa 
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by 
Deer. Michel
 Mowry of KS'S 
You've got the pony, es'. got 
Pe meet arra Productorka 
provides a vide variety
 ol rarer 
for your veradIng 
perry or dews 
N weenie* 
Mee Call Deere* 
or Phil a 27011060 or 922.7359 
TRAVEL
 
TWA OFFERS SJSU Widen*. 10% oft 
anywhere. any foe Purchase 
your TV/A dlecount 
card now. 
Also set sbout the TWA Cietwey 
erode card Gel 
ANOY et 297 
9909, TWA 
CAMPUS REP 
TYPING 
AAAAAAHHHI You rally found 
en 
saperared. effordeble. proles 
Nona bran w s Lam pflneorl AI 
110 WPM. con
 rake your pro 
pen look
 OM BE Moir beet In  wry 
/owe you need Exp THESES 
typist P.0 del Cal Tra Write 
Type.  Linde 723.1714 Olen Joss) 
AAHI When
 overwhelmed try reports 
to be typed. ma. end three lte 
typIng to 
me
 Gnawer and un-
dowered Rearms. bere 
rapers.
 
tweet reports of an kind. Ora-
dea tetra for undo -grade Aral-
able ray, twee weekends by aral
 
Call 
Annie/72-41MS  
A IMAIITEUL PAPER 
everyttivet
 Ea 
pranced
 
senthrothom
 
e xtra to rad M your pow such 
ea 
Her rather, grernmer end 
ethersi. feel harthemund end 
competitive  peon Close b ter 
?ue Pick tap end drivery evad-
able Call now Pereira
 IM-3862  
ACADEMIC & 
PROFESSIONAL
 Drak. 
lop Publishing & 
Word
 Pro-
cessing Pews. break re-
sumes.
 reports & group protects 
welcome APA 
expd Accrete 
work  bra output 
1226  double-
spaced rage 7 min tr. camera 
nr IMO & McKee To nerve your 
time 
cal  PJ 923-2309 
ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONA-
B LE RATES - Need our help? 
Cralty and accurecy prentared 
We re teat, deperdeble grower -
we. both college grads Spe-
cialty in Science and all Ewald 
*Wiwi. for thews. paper. re-
port. nenres, se Fres proo 
novelise  rarer 251-0449 
ACCURACY 
AND GUALITY oared 
holessionsi train* memorable 
Tem 
IMMO
 111101111101Mee 
Ceil 
ELAINE W 279.2'221292-0936. 
2110rarallen 
AFFORDABLE  WIO EXPERIENCED 
word processing! Tenn pew. re-
ports. group rapers. reeranra M-
iens theses, Mc taller 
welly'
 AA 
lamas era &PA SPELCHEK.
 
punchsenon greranor seskranne 
All opt 
grarenteadl Cal PAM. 
247-2011. Ilerathen
 ler worryfree 
roleationaldependeble  minim 
ANN'S WORD 
PROCESSING  
TheesaTerm rapers-Reauwas 
Learn AM tonnes 
No Wee lo type your pew? 
Cal MARY ANN a ANN  
2414400 
BASC061 SECRETARIAL
 SERVICES!! 
Low eludere rebel Aecurale & 
teat ("anal Tenn 
rapers, learale,
 
markt 
rear/1MM  terra. 
Mlles 
rands OK. Sperrat,
 
French. Gennen typed CaM (4011) 
377.7S37
 
CALL LINDA TODAY for expertanoed, 
pro...lona word proceeding. 
Tiaras. Ism rapers, group pea 
Mae. Mc AN 
traits  includins 
APA Lam prater Oran return 
Treneraption sera= wards 
frareeranSranennt ens 
Phone 
2044604.
 
COMPUTER FAST ACCURATE Me, 
? end Winchester CNI 
Shirley ort 3794616 113 00 par 
F4114 
DO YOU WANT Wipe, grease? Of 
course you do A 
nasally
 typed 
paper gets Ito grade
 yew herd 
O10111 dawn. Call VIIIITITYPE 
tor the beet 
wefts  (408) 
972-
,430 
EDP 
SERVICES TYPING & 
WORD 
PROCESSING  of tellers.
 wows. 
 report. on mord perted Boot, 
keeping services 
Free diek ato. 
age Mew.
 Iron wino.
 
Pickup
 le rastatee Student &s-
carab Evelyn 7708014. 
EMIL Y'S TYPING SERVICE - 
Office In 
Willow
 
Glen  Open 
7 30.7 30. MI 
Minnesota. 107 Call env tone 
282-0100 or 296-5601 Arai VOICE 
MAILBOXES only 611 00 par 
month We provide   or Lige 
your own
 24 hour sneering Cal 
Jr at 
277-0129  
EVERGREEN 
WORDPROCESSWO  
ProteNonal
 
rypIN  
enn wipers, 
there. mow.. cover eters,
 
group ordeals, and more APA 
e
lhelelle,
 oleo
 Tumble. snd
 MLA 
formats On campus plclowdeft-
ery Welty gust (27  yeers 
sop ) Available 7 dayseeek Call 
Roe  274-3111M 
FAST WORD 
PROCES4W21  12S wpm 
Oralfty guarenteed Conspettlra 
student rates TM., ',MOM 
Wel pepere, MO documents 
Can 140S) 964-5203 today.  
PC WORO MOCTIOING - Rearee, 
term papers, 
reseerch.
 business 
documents. Mc Neer 1-elee Print-
ing Express Sento. (415) 793-
07M 
ACCURATE A TIMELY! AN your word 
processing needs.ProductIon of 
nettraelters. reports. resumes 
puler -Mono maraserlpts, cone 
Wonder..
 Mc WIN 
MO in 
gremmer 
speartipprachation  
Prompt, 
dsy 11100001110 PRO-
CESS
 fT WRITE rath Peon (401) 
21110-1$21
 
MO TYPING & WORDPROCESSING 
Low roles 16 yeas seperterice 
Clara to arentira Feet. friendly 
turranrund Call Tom al 292-4006 
'SERVICING YOUR WORD 
PRO 
CESIUM) and Grephice needs " 
Cal  rare st Technic:ray Typing 
(406) M1-0750 Tenn 
www
 
Tire.. etc Lew printer Free 
liminftwer
 
pow deck New 
sonsble Wes quick turneround 
SUCCESS 
ENTERINIME, 2290 
Own  
Rock, IIJ Prof  typing. pro-
cowing. & bermes sondem 
One stop 
for el Call 
(4111111126-
3028 
TYPING - WCMD PROCESSINCI
 
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
 
MISES - RESUMES 
MT COMPUTER PROCESS/MG
 
006)972-1663  
TYPINGWORO PROCESSING. Irak 
scourer mammas AS types et 
rapers Spell checking end proof 
reeding Serra 
dey awoke Bray 
24 
711011111, Sena 
Crag 
WOPID PROC
 L many
 prraIngs 
copies. err urea. 14091 2211. 
6102 Woad 
pHs  6141w 
or
 
112 
1100110100,0110 
WRITING. RESEARCH. SERVICES 
Acarientic. pope, thesis &saw 
twos 011obilwrIlino. mow.. 
Carlow. Wort guaranteed Lore 
rates Colleglele 
Cornntaanka-
tlorak, eleriseley, 
(4161641-S03S  
401111111111111MIIIMMIMIIIIMMIIIIMI
 
MINIMUM  
Mnompm 
Imimmimeolosemmimemmommo
 
mew 
Print Your Ad 
Here 
(Count apprornmalely 30 leners and spaces for 
each
 line) 
I  
11111j1111111111JIIIIIII4
  
Ad 
Rates  
Minimum 
three lines 
on one day 
One
 
Two 
Throe
 
Day 
Days
 
Days  
3 ines $4 30 
$5 
30 
S5
 80 
4 
Lines  
S5
 30 
$6 30 
S6 BO 
5 
lines 
$6 30 $7 30 
$7 
70 
6 Lines 
$7 20 
25 
$13 70 
ach Additional
 
ine 
Add  $1 00 
Four
 
Days 
S6 05 
$7 05 
S8 05 
$8 95 
Flys 
Days 
S6 35 
$7 30 
SB 25 
$9
 
25
 
Semester  
Rates  
(All
 Issues)
 
5-9 
Lines S55 
00 
 
10.14  Lines 
S77  00 
15 Plus I ines S99 00 
Phone  
924-3277
 
Circle 
Classification  
Announcements 
Automotive
 
Computers
 
For Sale 
Greek
 
Help Wanted 
Housing
 
Lost
 & Found 
Personal
 
Esch
 
Extra 
Day 
St 10 
$1 30 
S1 
45 
$1 
60 
Services  
Stereo 
Travel 
Typing 
Print Name 
Address__  
City & 
State   
Enclosed is S   
Phone  
For
   
Lines_  
Days 
SENO CHECK. MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH TO 
SPARTAN
 DAILY
 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
San 
Jose State
 Unlverelty
 
San Jose. 
California  
95192 
Chiselled  Deb Lasted 
inside  WIN IV 
 Deedilne. Two days prior to publication 
 
Consecutive
 publication dates only 
 
No
 refunds on cancelled ads 
%MI  
Page
 
Hostage
 
survives
 
outside
 
spotlight  
NF:W 
Y(./RK
 
--- Leland 
Holland
 
survived
 
hik  hostage ()Weal 
and now
 battles 
pnAtate 
cancer 
Thomas  
Schaefer
 helps 
people  cope 
with 
surss.  Bruce
 Liiingen 
keeps a 
yellow 
ribbon On 
his flag 
to
 remem-
ber other U.S. hostages 
Kevin  
Hermening
 
treasures  
walks  
in 
the free, 
fresh air 
of
 the forest 
with the 
appreciation 
of one 
who  
Win.
 held for
 
444  days by 
an
 Iranian 
mob 
10 
year: ago. 
"Whether
 we 
like it 
or ntx,
 we'll 
Parking 
From 
page 1 
said. then we 
can see what
 
options
 
we can use to get the money.'
 
Pardon said various
 collection meth-
ods could he 
used  on different CSU 
campuses, depending on the percentage 
of 
faculty
 members who pay. the amount 
due. A decision should he made
 hy the 
CSC within the next bso months. he 
said. 
The CSU Board of Trustees decided 
to 
raise  the fees in August over the ob-
jection of an independent fact -finder, 
who said neither 
students nor faculty 
Hit 
From
 page
 1 
Queirolo and 
Day could not he 
reached for comment; officials for Joe 
West  Hall declined to give out 
informa-
tion regarding the 
incident.  
This is the second 
report of criminal 
activity 
at the hall in one  week 
UPD  officials are investigating a 
case 
of sexual battery that allegedly took 
place last
 Thursday. 
Fees
 
From 
page 1 
publications. many universities are rais-
ing their lees," Ambrose said. 
"We are among the lowest in the na-
tion when referring
 to state
 
university  
fees, 
Ambrose
 said 
She
 cited 
examples.
 
At Louisianna State University, stu-
always he ex -hostages. It drives Ilk: 
in 
everything  I do," said Hemien 
ing, 30, an ex-Manne and the 
youngest hostage 
It 
was  Sunday rnoming, Nov 4. 
1979, 
when  an 
Iranian
 mob broke
 
international 
law and shamed a su.
 
perpower
 by seizing the U.S. Em. 
bassy.
 Fifty-two Americans 
were 
held until Jan. 20, 1981,
 the day. 
Ronald
 Reagan took 
over Jimmy 
Caner's foiled 
presidency.  
meinbers 
should have to pay 581
 . 
According to Pardon, 
though, the 
CSU 
was not tiound by the
 decision. 
CFA officials have 
been lighting the 
CSU
 over the 
incirase  since 
August.  
contending the 
system did not 
bargain  in 
good faith 
when the decision was
 made, 
acconling
 to Edelstein. 
"We  are still waiting for 
word
 from 
the Public Employees
 Relations Board 
on 
whether the 
increase was 
legal or 
not ,' she 
said. 
The CSU 
first 
proposed
 the 
increase  
in parking 
fees in 1987, as  
an effort to 
raise 
needed funds 
to construct 
parking
 
garages on vanous
 CSU campuses. 
A female student, whose name wits 
withheld, was touched "unlawfully" by 
a man
 in a restnxim at about 9:30 a.m., 
Oct 26., 
according  to UPD reports. 
The student was uninjured. 
UPD officers patrol the area iuound 
the seven campus residence halls and 
coordinate with R.A.s. 
Community  
Service Officers and night escons to en-
sure security %Ain 
the halls. as well, 
Maloney 
said 
dents who are state residents are re-
quired to pay $1,834 per year in fees, 
Ambrose said. State universities in New 
York pay 51,350 in fees annually. Stu-
dents within the 
Minnesota  State Uni-
versity system pay 532 per unit
 per 
quaner. 
State resident students in the Arizona 
State University system pay. S681 an-
nually, Ambrose said. 
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Secret
 
politics
 
discussed
 
By N. Ben Weinberg 
Daily
 staff 
whter  
Daniel Sheehan of the Christie 
Institute, a public 
interest  law firm 
arid a public policy center, addressed 
an audience of about 200 students 
and faculty members, 
as
 well as 
other members of the community,
 on 
the 
topic  
of
 drugs, covert orerations 
and the Constitution last 
Sunday  at 
the First Methodist Church. 
"On a satellite -relayed broadcast 
to colleges all over the 
nation, 
Congressman Henry Hyde 
(R-111.), 
stood up, looked deeply into 
the 
camera and told his audience:
 'Boys 
and girls, we in Congress
 didn't 
know one thing about 
the Iran -
Contra affair until
 the Attorney 
General made 
his  televised 
announcement'.
 
"I looked into the camera and 
said, 
in 
technical
 legal terms, that is 
a 
big fat
 lie." 
This was the first of many 'juicy' 
anecdotes Sheehan 
shared  with his 
audience.
 
Sheehan
 said he knew tha: Hyde 
was lying
 because two years earlier
 
he had testified
 about the existence
 
of
 arms -for -drugs deals 
in Central 
America
 to a congressional
 subcom-
mittee  that 
Hyde
 was on. 
The 
40
-year -old 
Washington lawyer's most 
famous
 
case  was probably 
the
 one in which 
he won $10 million in damages 
from the Kerr
 McGee Corp. for the 
children of 
Karen  Silkwood. 
Silkwood was a 
plutonium
 worker 
and 
labor organizer who 
was  killed 
in a 
mysterious  car accident 
on her 
way to a 
meeting with a New 
York 
Times  reporter. 
Sheehan spoke in 
a calm 
voice 
that merely increased
 the 
impact on his 
listeners.  Sheehan 
concluded
 that Presidcnt Bush's 
new drug
 policy deliberately
 does 
not address thc problem.
 There is 
no fierce 
pursuit of the drug 
cartels 
because 
President
 Bush was 
so 
involved  with them as 
head of the 
CIA in 1976, he 
said. 
"The war 
on dnigs has 
been
 sacri-
ficed 
to other foreign policy
 consid-
erations"  Sheehan said. 
"While
 drug 
cartels pose a threat to 
fundarnental  
democratic  institutions, law enforce-
ment 
is targeting the 
most  vulnera-
ble 
level  of the cartel 
operation:  the 
pushers and the distributors,
 who are 
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Daniel Sheehan 
talks  with people after his appearance at the 
replaced
 immediately. 
"Is this man (Bush) a complete 
idiot, a complete incompetent?
 Or 
is 
there a  more serious problem? 
Pe.liaps we don't really want to stop 
the cartels.
 Perhaps the reason
 why 
the U.S. 
didn't nab (Panama's 
Manuel) Noriega during the 
Panarnanian  coup is because Bush 
didn't  want him to testify about 
secret operation 'Black 
Eagle.' " 
Operation
 Black Eagle was "... 
the 
smuggling  of massive amounts 
of military equipment down to the 
Contras illegally, directly
 being 
coordinated by Don Gregg out of 
the vice president (Bush's) office," 
Sheehan
 said. 
The Christic Institute has recent-
ly concluded that President Bush's 
new anti -drug 
policy is not merely 
inadequate or shortsighted but a 
deliberate deception, 
according  to 
literature distributed 
by the institute. 
Sheehan suggested that the anti-
drug policy is scarcely more than a 
public relations campaign targeting 
casual users and street
 dealers to 
give the 
impression that something
 
concrete is being done. 
According to Sheehan, there 
is 
substantial evidence existing, much 
of it in sworn testimony,
 to show 
that Contra 
leaders were 
profiteering  
in drugs,
 that guns were illegally 
shipped 
to
 Central America in 
exchange  for drugs secretly 
import-
ed to the United States, that the 
CIA's 'foreign 
assets'
 were officially 
protected 
from  investigations and 
that official 
cover-ups  to avoid 
embarrassment were
 made in the 
name of 
'national  security' before 
the Iran -Contra 
matter  was made 
public 
in 1986. 
"Four 
hundred  fifty-three pages 
of (Lt. 
Col.)  Oliver North's still -clas-
sified diaries talk in some detail
 
about  the Contra operation 
smug-
gling drugs into the U.S. on the 
same aircraft that were being 
used to 
smuggle weapons
 out of the U.S. 
down to the 
Contras.  And from a 
document 
from the Justice 
N Ben 
Weinberg 
Daily
 staff photographer
 
First Methodist
 Church 
Deparunent we 
found  out that both 
Ronnie Reagan and George Bush 
knew about the illegal supplies of 
weapons ... ," 
Sheehan  said. 
The Christie 
Institute  currently 
has a civil lawsuit pending against 
many of those involved in the Iran -
Contra 
affair,  including arms dealer 
Albert Hakim, retired Gens. John 
Singlaub and Richard Secord, for-
mer CIA officers Thomas Clines 
and 
Theodore Shackley, and about 
20 
others.  
N. Ben
 Weinberg is on the
 
Spartan 
Daily's
 photo staff 
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